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Alpha Sigma State Successful Chapter Program Ideas	

Program Name/Title:   Let's Make A Deal, DKG Style By Caryn Mears,  Sept. 2015	
 

Purposes: (Which of our 7 purposes does this program address?)	

To introduce and inform the 7 purposes of DKG with the general members.	

Overview/Summary of Program:	

This skit was used at a Welcome Back program, but could be used anytime throughout the year 
to reinforce the seven purposes.	

Premise:  MC follows script for different items in member’s purses. The winning contestant 
comes up and holds the “door” which has one of the purposes on the card.  The MC explains 
how the item represents one of Delta Kappa Gamma's seven purposes.   	

Materials: Seven purposes written on seven pieces of tag board in large print.	

     Seven purposes: UNITE, HONOR, ADVANCE, SUPPORT, ENDOW,   	

     STIMULATE, INFORM.  Write numbers 1-7 on the back, so people only see 	

     the numbers instead of the purposes.	

Prizes, if chosen. (Could include DKG pencils, note pads, candles, lotions, etc. 	

Resources/Links/Extensions:	

SKIT:	

MC:  Ladies, Welcome to Let's Make a Deal, DKG style!  This evening we are going to 	

         be checking into your purses, and looking for the seven purposes, so grab your 	

         purse and here we go! 	

MC:      Who has a piece of string or piece of yarn in their purse?  	

            Contestant comes up with string... (could be dental floss, yarn, etc.) 	

Contestant comes forward and is told to take "Door #1" / UNITE.  	



#1 – Let’s turn that Door around!  That's right!  UNITE.  Let me remind you that this 
piece of string represents how DKG women teachers are UNITED in a genuine spirit of 
fellowship! 	

MC:    Moving right along.  Who has something in their purse that says they are a 
teacher? 	

Contestant comes forward and is told to take "Door #2"/ HONOR.  	

#2  - That's right.  HONOR.  DKG HONORS women teachers who have given distinctive 
service in the education field.  Let's honor anyone here who has their National Board 
certification or has achieved a Master’s Degree, Doctorate, etc.  	

MC:    Does anyone have a lifesaver?  	

Contestant comes forward and is told to take "Door #3"/ADVANCE. 	

#3 - ADVANCE!  We can all be lifesavers when we help each other ADVANCE in our 
professional careers, especially those Early Career Educators who really need our help!     	

MC:    Who is wearing spanx?  Support hose, Cross your heart bra, etc.  	

Contestant comes forward and is told to take "Door #4"? SUPPORT!	

#4 - SUPPORT!  Just as these Spanx are supporting our friend, _______,  DKG 
encourages us to initiate, endorse and definitely SUPPORT desirable legislation to better 
interests of education and women teachers.  We in WA definitely want to support 
education that is positive for our students!	

MC:   Who has a two dollar bill?  Okay, a Five dollar bill?  or a $10 dollar bill? 	

Contestant comes forward and is told to take "Door #5"? ENDOW! 	

#5 - ENDOW!  When we donate or ENDOW our money to DKG we provide scholarships 
to aide outstanding women educators to pursue graduate studies. 	

MC:  Who has a piece of gum?  or a piece of candy?  	

Contestant comes forward and is told to take "Door #6"/ STIMULATE. 	

#6 - STIMULATE!  Just as this piece of gum gets our juices flowing, women teachers want 
to STIMULATE others to participate in professionally appropriate programs!  	

MC:  Now listen to this question carefully.  Who keeps their cell phone closest to their 
heart? 	



Contestant comes forward and is told to take "Door #7/INFORM!.   	

#7 - INFORM!  Delta Kappa Gamma women teachers want to INFORM others about  
economic, political, social and education issues, so we may effectively participate in a 
global society.  	

So there you have the seven principles presented in Delta kappa Gamma Style!  Let's all 
go forth and UNITE with women teachers and HONOR those teachers.  DKG sisters join 
together to ADVANCE our professional interests and SUPPORT desirable legislation for 
women educators.  ENDOW some of our hard earned money toward helping others obtain 
scholarships or furthering their graduate studies.  And most importantly INFORM others, 
not only about Delta Kappa Gamma, but the educational, political, economic and social 
aspects of the world around us.  As we leave here today, let's remember that as women 
teachers, we not only hear to help each other, but more importantly we are a society that 
encourages positive things for the children we encounter every day.   	

Would this be an appropriate workshop for Alpha Sigma State?   X  Yes    No	

Include contact information for chapter/presenter etc.	

Caryn Mears - cmears4@aol.com	
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*Please print this form for your records and send it to: Alpha Sigma State 1st VP Sherri 
Wagemann, swage- mann@hotmail.com or 10005 E Augusta, Spokane Valley WA 99206-4112 , 
for possible inclusion on the state website, Alpha Sigma News or state workshop presentation.	
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